Stay connected with 4G-LTE for your helicopter cabin – convenient and cost-effective
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Your contacts, your apps of choice, and your personal devices –
access affordable internet connectivity from your helicopter cabin.
Enjoy the advantages of 4G LTE roaming – post a message for your followers, conduct
business with your network, capture and share, and even livestream, to your friends and
family. RUAG introduces the next innovation for SkyLife connectivity and exclusive helicopter
cabin interiors.
Seamless internet, fast and accessible
Expect to stay connected easily and with as much speed as you
have in your home and office. On your behalf, RUAG Aviation
engineers are developing an European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) Supplemental Type Certification (STC). A seamless, fast
and reliable internet connection keeps your apps active and
up-to-date.
Existing 4G LTE connection mirrored in your cabin
Simplicity is central to this solution. The streamlined STC schematic employs the same architecture
used for today’s 4G LTE broadband technology and is designed for easy installation. Connecting with
ground-based 4G LTE networks, using a dedicated, externally mounted aerial specifically designed
for helicopters, the system interfaces with an on-board router to deliver high-speed Wi-fi during
overland flights – even in remote and mountainous areas.
Convenient and cost-effective
Central to our concept of SkyLife connectivity is smart technologies. Outperforming traditional
systems used in helicopter cabins, the 4G LTE solution proves faster and more reliable internet
connection speeds, requires less space, weighs less, and significantly lowers overall operating costs.
SkyLife exclusive cabin interiors for private jets and helicopters
Feeling at home in the sky is essential. RUAG Aviation provides visionary, state-of-the-art solutions
for ensuring you have abundant space, comfort and connectivity. Rely on our exclusive cabin interior
programme to relax in your personally designed environment, be with the people you care about,
and spend time doing what you enjoy. SkyLife was recently reviewed in the March 2017 edition
of “Luxe et al”.
More about our Helicopter Services
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